AGENDA
ACI 364 – Rehabilitation
Tuesday 2pm – 5pm Hemisphere Hilton Washington
1919 Connecticut Ave.
Washington D.C.
March 15, 2004
Peter H. Emmons, Outgoing Chairman
Fred Goodwin, Incoming Chairman
Alexander M. Vaysburd, Outgoing Secretary

Mission
Develop and report information, and develop and maintain standards for the rehabilitation, renovation, and preservation of concrete and masonry structures.

♦ Administrative

1. Introduction of committee members and guests.

2. Membership status
   New Members
   Ryan Carris, Civil Engineer-Raths, Raths, & Johnson, Inc.-Willowbrook IL
   Dr. Yong Deng, Structural Engineer- PBS&J-Henderson, NV
   Dr. Hak-Chul Shin, Asst. Professor Civil Eng.-Jackson State U-Jackson MS
   Marjorie Lynch, Structural Eng.-Surtreat NE, Newark, NJ
   Mr. James M. Kasper, Civil Eng.-STS Consultants-Green bay, WI
   39 Voting Members, 28 Associate Members, 8 Consulting Members

3. Approval of Boston minutes.

4. Transition of Chair (Emmons/Goodwin)

♦ Subcommittee/Task Group Reports

5. Publication of FAQ’s in Concrete Repair Bulletin and Concrete Construction (Emmons/Palmer/Page) .\Tasks\Publish FQ.doc

6. San Francisco Session (Beard/Kakade)
   Report on Agenda and speakers

7. TRRC Report/Status of submitted FAQ’s. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 15, 22, 26, and 28 (McDonald/Vaysburd)
   Reply from TAC RG 2 re FAQ 15, 22, 26
   Reply from TRRC FAQ 28
   TRRC FAQ 28 Comments
   TRRC Checklist FAQ 28
Proposed Revision FAQ 28

8. RAP Document Review Committee (Warner/Hookham/Whitmore)
   Report on Review of documents


10. Report on Data Sheet Protocol (Goodwin/Vaysburd/Burke)
    Data Sheet Protocol DRAFT 03740 Data Sheet Protocol Commentary 02232004 .doc

Program (30 minutes) Peter Emmons Vision 2020

Discussion on FAQ’s in process

11. FAQ Draft 27 Revision (McGovern/Vaysburd) faq27 031303.doc
    Is this ready for TRRC?

12. FAQ 24 TRRC (Whitmore) FAQ 24 110603 .doc
    Is this ready for TRRC?

13. FAQ 25 Redraft (Kakade) FAQ25 81400.doc
    Is this ready for committee ballot?

14. FAQ 23 Ballot (Vaysburd/Goodwin) FAQ 23 Rev 06102003 Revised Clean Copy.doc
    Is this ready for committee ballot?

15. FAQ 20 Ballot (Vaysburd/Goodwin) FAQ20 Modulus draft rewrite06102003 clean copy with picture.doc
    Is this ready for committee ballot?

16. FAQ 29 Draft Revision (Goodwin/Gillespie/Vaysburd) FAQ 29 Revision 06272003 FG.doc
    Is this ready for committee ballot?

17. FAQ 35 Draft Review (Gillespie) FAQ 35 070503.doc
    Is this ready for committee ballot?

18. FAQ 31 Draft Revision (K. Nam Shiu) FAQ 31 092903.doc
    Postpone revision until Fall 2004 meeting.

19. FAQ 16 Revision (Kaminetzky) FAQ16 09_10_00.doc
    Form revision committee.

20. FAQ 18 Negatives (Vaysburd) FAQ18 09_10_00.doc
    Discuss negative votes
    Form revision committee.

21. FAQ 17 On Hold (Emmons/Committee) FAQ-17Sulfate011500.doc
♦ New proposed FAQ’s requiring authors

22. FAQ 36 Draft Status (Jordan) FAQ 36 New FAQ Blank.doc
   Need first draft.

23. FAQ 37 Draft Status (Jordan) FAQ 37 New FAQ Blank.doc
   Need first draft.

24. FAQ 21 Draft Status (Jordan) FAQ 21 New FAQ Blank.doc
   Need first draft.

25. FAQ 34 Draft Status (Whitmore) FAQ 34 New FAQ Blank.doc
   Need first draft.

26. FAQ 33 Draft Status (Whitmore) FAQ 33 New FAQ Blank.doc
   Need first draft.

27. FAQ 30 Rewrite (Porter/Committee) FAQ 30 Blank.doc
   Need draft document
   Form Draft committee

28. Other New FAQ’s
   Committee Discussion

♦ New business.

29. New Session-Published FAQ’s
   Committee Discussion
   Appoint Task Group

30. Other New Business
   Committee Discussion

31. Adjourn